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SOME CHARACTERIZATIONS OF HERMITIAN OPERATORS

AND RELATED CLASSES OF OPERATORS. I

CHE-KAO FONG AND VASILE I. ISTRÄTESCU

Abstract. It is shown that, among other things, an operator T is hermitian

if and only if | T\2 < (Re T)2. Also, the class of those operators T satisfying

| r|2 > (Re Tf is investigated.

0. Introduction. Let X be a Hubert space with inner product < , >. Let

t(X) denote the set of all bounded linear operators on X. For F E t(X),

the adjoint of F is denoted by F*. An operator F E t(X) is said to be

hermitian if F = F*. It is well known that hermitian operators can be

characterized in the following way: an operator F G t(X) is hermitian if

and only if {Tx, x} is real for all x in X. In what follows we give some

characterizations of hermitian operators which involve certain inequalities. By

reversing one of these inequalities, we obtain an interesting class of operators

which includes hyponormal operators and the class 9 studied in [l]-[4].
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1. Some characterizations of hermitian operators. For F E t(X), the real

part of F, denoted by Re F, is defined to be (F + F*)/2 and the imaginary

part of F, denoted by Im F, is defined to be (F - T*)/2i. It is easy to check

that

F = (Re F) + /(Im F)

and F is hermitian if and only if Im F = 0. We write | F| for the positive

square root of T*T. Recall that F G t(X) is said to be hyponormal if

\\T*x\\ < || rx|| for all x, in other words, TT* < T*T. (See [8].)

Lemma 1.1. For T E t(X), T* is hyponormal if and only if

\T\2 <(ReF)2+ (ImF)2.
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The proof of the above lemma is straightforward and hence omitted. The

next theorem shows that a more restrictive inequality forces F to be

hermitian.

Theorem 1.2. If T G £.(%) and there exists a scalar a < 1 such that

\T\2 <(ReF)2+ a(ImF)2,

then T is hermitian.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1, F* is hyponormal. In view of [8], to show that F is

hermitian, it suffices to show that a(T), the spectrum of F, is real. Thus it

suffices to show that da(T), the boundary of a(T), is real. Let X Gdo(T).

Then X Gdo(T*). By Problem 63 in [5], X is in the approximate point

spectrum of F* and hence there exists a sequence {xn} of unit vectors in %

such that ||(F* - X)xn\\ —>0. Since F* is hyponormal \\(T - X)xn\\ —>0.

Therefore ||Fx„|| -* |X|, ||(Re F)xJ| -> |Re A| and ||(Im 7X11 -* |Im X|. From

the assumption we have

||F*„||2< ||(Re FKII2 4-«||(Im FKII2.

Let « —> oo, we obtain |X|2 < |Re X|2 -1- a|Im X|2. Since a < l,X must be real.

The proof is complete.

An immediate consequence of the above theorem is the following charac-

terization of hermitian operators:

Theorem 1.3. An operator T G t(%) is hermitian if and only if the

inequality \ T\2 < (Re F)2 holds.

The following corollary gives a characterization of real scalars.

Corollary 1.4. An operator T satisfies the following condition (C) // and

only if T is a real scalar:

(C) (T — X)x±(T — X)x => À is real or x = 0.

Proof. Note that if ||x|| = 1, then

<(F- X)x, (T-X)x) = X2 - 2X((ReT)x,x) + (\T\2x, x).

Hence condition (C) means that, for ||x|| = 1, the quadratic equation (with X

as an unknown)

X2 - 2\<(Re F)jc, Xs) + (\T\2x, x) = 0

has only real solutions. Therefore its discriminant, namely 4(<(Re T)x, x}2 —

(| F|2x, x)}, must be nonnegative. Hence, by the Schwarz inequality,

<|F|2x, x) < <(Re T)x, x}2 < <(Re T)2x, x).

Since x is an arbitrary unit vector, we must have | F|2 < (Re F)2. By Theorem

1.3, Fis hermitian.

Fix some unit vector x. Let a = (Tx, x}, ß = (\\ Tx\\2 — a2)1/2 and X = a

+ iß. Then one can check that (T — X)x±(T — X)x. By condition (C), we
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have ß = 0, that is (T2x, x) = a2. We have shown that (T2x, x) = (Tx, x}2

for all x with ||jc|| = 1. Now it is easy to see that F must be a scalar.

Lemma 1.5. An operator T is hyponormal if and only if

\T\2 >(ReF)2+ (ImF)2.

Again, a more restrictive inequality implies that F is hermitian.

Theorem 1.6. An operator T is hermitian if and only if there exists a > 1

such that

\T\2 >(ReF)2+ a(ImF)2.

The proof of the above theorem can be done in the same way as that of

Theorem 1.2 and hence is omitted.

Theorem 1.2 can be proved in a different way without using the result of

Putnam [8] as follows.

An alternative proof of Theorem 1.2. For convenience, write A = Re F

and B = Im F. Then it is easy to check that |F|2 < A2 + aB2 is equivalent to

(1 - a)B2 < i(BA - AB). (*)

We claim that (*) leads to B — 0. Suppose that, on the contrary, B ^ 0.

Then there is a spectral projection E of B such that (1 — a)B2E > eE for

some e > 0. From (*) we have

eE < (1 - a)B2E = (1 - a)EB2E

< iE(BA - AB)E = i((BE)(EAE) - (EAE)(BE)).

(Note that BE = EB = EBE.) Let A0 and B0 be the compressions of A and B

to EX respectively. Then we have e < i(B0AQ — A0B0). It is well known that

this is impossible. (An easy way to see this is the following. Let ß > 0 be

large enough such that C = B0 + ß > 0 and let S = A0C. Then a(S) =

a(Cl/2A0Cl/2) is real. On the other hand, 2(ImS) = /(5ry40 - A0B0) > e.

Hence if X E W(S), the numerical range of S, then 2(Im X) > e > 0. This

contradicts the fact that o(S) E W(S)~.)

Based on the above proof of Theorem 1.2, we have the following result.

Theorem 1.7. // F is a hyponormal operator such that Re F has an

eigenvalue, then T has a normal direct summand. If, furthermore, the eigenvec-

tors of Re F span the whole space X, then T is normal.

Proof. Let A = Re F and B = Im F. Since F is hyponormal, it is easy to

check that i (AB - BA) > 0. Let X be an eigenvalue of A and M = [x E X:

Ax = Xx). Let

e y - (c- a
be the matrix representations of A and B respectively according to the

decomposition X = M ® M x. Then
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/ 0 iC(X-A2)    \0 < iíAB - BA) = v 27

* '      \-i(X-A2)C*     i(A2B2-B2A2))

Hence C(X — A2) = 0. Since X - A2 is one-one, we have C = 0. Hence M

reduces A and B and T\ M = X + iBx is normal. In case the eigenvectors of A

span 3C, A is diagonal and the above argument shows that AB = BA.

2. A class of operators. For convenience, we denote by (WN) the class of all

operators F satisfying the inequality |F|2 > (Re T)2. (The letters WN suggest

"weakly normal"). By Lemma 1.5, every hyponormal operator is in (WN). By

[4], F is in (WN) if T* + T and T* T commutes.

Operators in (WN) are not necessarily normal, even if the underlying

Hubert space is finite dimensional. For example, if F = (¡> _]), then

|F|2-(ReF)2=(3/4    y4)>0.

A reasonable conjecture is the following:

(S) If F E £(%) is in (WN) and the spectrum a(T) is real, then F is

hermitian.

It is known that, if, in addition, F is hyponormal or F -I- F* commutes with

T* T, then the conjecture holds. We shall see that the conjecture holds in the

finite dimensional case.

Next we list some spectral properties of operators in (WN).

Proposition 2.1. Suppose that T G ñ(%) is in (WN). Then we have

(i) ifX is a real number, then T — Xis also in (WN).

(ii) \\(T — X)*x\\ < 3||(F — X)x|| for all x in % and all real numbers X.

(iii) If M is an invariant subspace of T, then T\M is also in (WN); if,

furthemore, T\M is hermitian, then M reduces T.

(iv) 7/X is a real eigenvalue of T, then the eigenspace ker(F — X) reduces T.

(v) IfX is real and (T — X)"x = Ofor some « > 1, then (T — X)x = 0.

Proof, (i) is straightforward to check.

(ii) By (i), it suffices to consider the case when X = 0. Now

(||F*x||-||Fx||)2<||(F+F*)x||2

= 4<(Re T)2x, x) < 4<|F|2x, *> = (2||Fx||)2.

Hence ||T*x\\ < 3\\Tx\\.

(iii) Let S = T\M and P be the orthogonal projection onto M. Let (q ¿) be

the matrix representation of F with respect to the decomposition % = M ©

M x. Then

\S\2 = F|F|2F|M > F(Re F)2F|M

= (Re S)2+ (AA*)/4 > (Re S)2.

In case S is hermitian, |S|2 = (Re S)2 and hence A = 0.

(iv) follows from (iii) and (v) follows from (iv).
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Corollary 2.2. // T is an operator defined on a finite dimensional space X,

o(T) is real and \T\2 > (Re F)2, then T is hermitian.

Other partial results related to conjecture (S) are stated in the following two

theorems.

Theorem 2.3. // F G t(X) is in (WN) and T is similar to a hermitian

operator, then T is hermitian.

Theorem 2.4. // F G t(X) is in (WN), a(T) is real and there is a

polynomialp such that p(T) = H is hermitian, then T is hermitian.

Theorem 2.3 follows from (ii) in Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 4 in [9]. Now

we sketch the proof of Theorem 2.4 which makes use of direct integral theory.

Let % be the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by H. Then the

underlying Hubert space X can be expressed as a direct integral

% - f* %m*®
such that each operator in Z is diagonal and each operator in %' the

commutant of 2, is decomposable. In particular H = /0 h(£)dß(l-) for some

« G F°°(») and since F G %' we have

T = Ç T^d^).

Since F is in (WN), it is easy to show that F(£) is in (WN) for almost all f

Also, since o(T) is real, a(T(^)) is real for almost all £. From p(T) = H, we

have/>(F(£)) = «(£) for almost all £. By (iv) and (v) in Proposition 2.1, it is

not hard to see that F(£) is hermitian for almost all £. Therefore F is

hermitian.

The next result is due to Professor S. L. Campbell who has kindly allowed

us to reproduce it here. It states that, for any operator F, F - X is in (WN) if

|Im À| is large enough.

Theorem 2.5. Given any T E t(X), there exists a > 0 such that T — Xis in

(WN) for all X satisfying |Im X| > a.

Proof. By direct computation, we have

| F - X|2 - (Re( F - X))2 = | F|2 - (Re T)2 + |Im X|2 - /(Im X)( T - T*).

Hence (Im X)~2(\T - X\2 - |Re(F - X)|2) -* 1 as |Im X| -» oo. The proof is

complete.
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